Most existing content-based filtering 1 approaches learn user profiles independently without capturing the similarity among users. Bayesian hierarchical models [42] learn user profiles jointly and have the advantage of being able to borrow discriminative information from other users through a Bayesian prior. However, the standard Bayesian hierarchical models assume all user profiles are generated from the same prior. Considering the diversity of user interests, this assumption could be improved by introducing more flexibility. Besides, most existing content-based filtering approaches implicitly assume that each user profile corresponds to exactly one user interest and fail to capture a user's multiple interests (information needs).
INTRODUCTION
Personalized recommendation has achieved great success in industrial applications, such as Amazon, Netflix, Google News, etc. As an alternative to search engines, recommender systems actively present items (products, movies, news articles, books, images, etc.) that are likely of interest to the user.
There are two families of algorithms for personalized recommendation: collaborative filtering and content-based filtering [34] . In this paper, we will focus on the content-based filtering. Existing content-based filtering research is largely influenced by the Filtering Track organized by TREC, where the task is to identify documents relevant to a specific topic from a document stream. There are two major approaches to handle this task. One is to use traditional IR retrieval models including Boolean model, traditional probabilistic models [24] , vector space model [25] , language models [10] , etc. These approaches are initially designed for ranking and need to be combined with threshold setting algorithms [41] when used for filtering. Another approach is to treat recommendation as a classification task, and thus many existing machine learning approaches such as Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, Logistic Regression, SVM, Neural Networks, etc. could be used. However, both the traditional IR models and the traditional machine learning models learn each user profile independently and do not make use of the commonality among users.
A major challenge for a recommender system is the coldstart problem [26] . The recommendation performance for new users (or infrequent users) is usually poor since the amount of training data from such users is small. This problem may badly hurt the development of a new recommender system since it means new users must endure the poor initial performance. There has been much research in machine learning fields on improving classification accuracy when only little training data is available. For example, semi-supervised learning is a way to use both unlabeled and labeled data to achieve this goal [43] ; another approach is to introduce domain knowledge [11] . However, these approaches are not specific for the recommendation task and thus may not fit the recommendation task well. Yu et al [32] and Zhang et al [42] introduced the Bayesian hierarchical modeling approach to jointly learn user profiles for content-based filtering. Based on the fact that different users may have similar interests, the Bayesian hierarchical models assume that all user profiles are sampled from a common Gaussian prior. The Bayesian hierarchical modeling approach helps alleviate the cold-start problem since it is able to borrow discriminative information from other users through the common prior when learning a particular user profile, especially for those users with little training data.
However, some users may have totally different interests, and requiring these users' profiles to follow the same prior distribution may negatively influence the learned profiles, thus we need to trade off better between the diversity and commonality of user profiles. Besides, almost all existing content-based filtering approaches cannot capture the multiple interests of a user. They implicitly assume each user profile only corresponds to a single interest, which does not fit the real scenarios in personalized recommendation, where a real user's interests may contain multiple concepts/topics. For example, a graduate student working on information retrieval may be interested in both IR research advancements and NBA news.
To better model the diversity and commonality of users and individual users' multiple interests, we propose a more flexible Bayesian hierarchical modeling approach for personalized content-based recommendation. The proposed models aim at borrowing discriminative information, modeling the diversity of users, and capturing the multiple interests of each user. We propose a parameter learning algorithm based on point estimation for the proposed models. We evaluate the proposed models and the parameter learning algorithm on a real recommendation dataset. The experimental results show that the proposed models can significantly outperform the state-of-the-art content-based filtering algorithms.
RELATED WORK
The central task of a recommender system is to find relevant items for individual users. The two basic families of recommendation approaches are collaborative filtering and content-based filtering. Collaborative filtering doesn't need the content of an item and serves one user by leveraging information from other users with similar tastes and preferences. With its increasingly successful application in industry (e.g., Amazon, Netflix, Google News), collaborative filtering has attracted many researchers' attention during past several years. The memory-based [31] [6] and modelbased [14] [27] approaches have been used in collaborative filtering task. Content-based filtering has been researched by the IR community for many years, especially in TREC 4-11 [18] [23] . Content-based filtering is the family of algorithms that make use of the characteristics of items and aim to understand which characteristics of items a particular user may like according to the user's history. In the scenario of content-based filtering, the recommender system maintains a profile/classifier 3 for each user, which is usually in the form of a number of features and their corresponding weights. The Rocchio algorithm [25] , in which user profiles and documents are represented as term vectors, can gradually update user profiles when relevance feedback from users is available [37, 30, 36, 39, 38, 9] . Zhang et al proposed to combine Rocchio algorithm with logistic regression through a Bayesian prior [40] . This algorithm outperforms both Rocchio algorihtm and logistic regression. Ault et al [5] used kNN and Rocchio for information filtering. Cancedda et al [8] , Srikanth et al [28] and Lewis [20] used SVM for TREC filtering tasks. Stricker et al [29] used neural networks to handle the case of few relevant examples in filtering.
Among all content-based filtering approaches, the Bayesian hierarchical model has achieved the state-of-the-art performanes [42, 32] . It is quite related to our work, so we briefly describe it here. The most common Bayesian hierarchical model is shown in Figure 1 (we will use BHM to denote this model in the rest of this paper). There are M users in total and each user has Jm training examples. wm is the profile of user m. All user profiles follow a Gaussian prior distribution with mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ.
The other related work is the factorization-based topic models. For examples, Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [13] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [7] are two generative models that model documents as a mixture of latent topics. These models are very attractive theoretically. However, we are not aware of any empirical evidence of their effectiveness in competitive retrieval and filtering tasks. This is not surprising since most of the successful models in these tasks are discriminative models, such as Logistic Regression, SVM or Neural Networks, instead of generative models, such as Naive Bays. The discriminative factorization models in this paper are motivated by the theoretical attractiveness of topic models as well as the empirical success of discriminative models. Though our models also introduce latent factors, there are clear differences between our models and PLSA/LDA. Unlike PLSA and LDA, our models are discriminative models, and their goals are to learn user profiles which are in the form of discriminative functions. The entries of each factor in our models are not necessarily words, and could be any item features such as the time or authority of a document.
Another much related work is multi-task learning (aka transfer learning, learning to learn) in the machine learning community. Several methods have been proposed to learn related tasks together, focusing on capturing the commonality among the tasks through a shared representation or a shared prior. The Bayesian hierarchical modeling approach can be viewed as a multi-task learning framework based on a shared prior, and the models in [42, 32] and this paper are both special cases of this framework. Zhang et al [33] proposed a probabilistic model to support a set of latent variable models for different multi-task learning scenarios. Their model is very similar to ours, however, the existing paper was focusing on multi-task learning and used Reuters document classification task for evaluation, while our work emphasizes on the application of personalized recommendation, which has very different characteristics and challenges. µ is the mean vector of the Gaussian prior, and Σ is the covariance matrix which is usually assumed diagonal. The shaded nodes denote observed variables.
DISCRIMINATIVE FACTORED PRIOR MODELS (DFPM)
The Discriminative Factored Prior Models ( Figure 2 ) are motivated by the Bayesian hierarchical model in Figure 1 . Λ is a K × H matrix, and λm is a user-dependent vector with length H. The product of Λ and λm determines the prior mean of each user profile wm, and Σ is the prior covariance matrix. The assumption of DFPM is: there are a number of hidden factors that represent different concepts in the item feature space; users may be interested in one or several of these hidden factors in different levels. Each column of matrix Λ, which is a K-dimendional vector, represents a specific hidden factor. λm tells how much each column of Λ contributes to the profile of user m.
To make our model description clear, we summarize the notations that will be used as follows:
• H: the total number of hidden factors.
• K: the total number of item/document features.
• m = 1, 2, ..., M : the index of individual users. M is the total number of users.
• j = 1, 2, ..., Jm: the index of training examples of user m. Jm is the number of training examples for user m.
• wm: the profile of user m, which is a K-dimensional vector.
• λm: a user-related (m) H-dimensional vector that tells how much each hidden factor contributes to the user profile.
• < xmj, ymj >: the j-th training example of user m. xmj is a K-dimensional vector representing a training item, and ymj = 1/0 means this item is relevant/irrelevant to the user. The user profile wm follows a normal distribution with mean Λλm and variance Σ. Λ is a H-column matrix with each column representing a hidden factor. Each entry of vector λm reflects how much each hidden factor contributes to the user profile.
• Λ: a K × H matrix. Each column of Λ represents a hidden factor.
• Σ: a K × K covariance matrix.
λm may follow two alternative distributions: Multinomial and Normal, and we will use DFPM-Mult and DFPMNorm to denote these two models respectively. In DFPMMult, only one entry of λm is allowed to be 1 and all other entries be zero. This model clusters users into H groups, and users of the same group share a common hidden factor as the prior. We want to point out that the common Bayesian hierarchical model (BHM) is actually a special case of DFPMMult. When H = 1, DFPM-Mult is equivalent to BHM. In the case of DFPM-Norm, λm follows a Normal distribution with mean 0 and variance bI. DFPM-Norm assumes that each user may be interested in multiple hidden factors, and each entry of λm reflects how much the corresponding hidden factor is related to the user's interests. DFPM-Norm is used to capture each user's multiple interests.
We assume each user profile wm is a random sample from a normal distribution with mean Λλm and variance Σ. The label ym j of a training item xm j is y = f (xm j ; wm), where f could be many existing regression or classification models. We will take the logistic regression as an example to demonstrate how our models could be used for recommendation task. Let I be an identity matrix, a, b, c be constant parameters, we summarize the discriminative factored prior models with logistic regression as follows:
• Each column of hidden factor matrix Λ follows a nor- • The user vector λm may follow two alternative distributions: Normal or Multinomial. In the case of DFPM-Norm, λm ∼ N (0, bI); and in the case of DFPM-
• The user profile wm follows a normal distribution: wm ∼ N (Λλm, Σ)
• Given a user profile wm and an item feature vector xmj, its label is sampled from:
Let θ = (Λ, Σ, λm, wm) be the parameters of our models that need to be estimated. The joint likelihood of all variables and the observed data D = {< xmj, ymj >} is:
PARAMETER ESTIMATION
The empirical Bayes method[2] is often used when learning a complicated Bayesian hierarchical model like DFPM. However, the learning algorithm based on Empirical Bayes will be very complicated since there are many hidden variables (Λ, Σ, λ, wm) entangled in our models. Besides, the number of features and the number of users involved in the recommendation task are usually huge. Thus the empirical Bayes method is too computationally expensive to be used here. As an alternative, we present a simplified learning algorithm based on point estimation. This algorithm calculates a single value (the best guess) for each unknown variable.
The Learning Algorithm
To simplify the learning process, we assume the variance of wm is given, and as a result, Σ is removed from our models. Based on Equation 1, the maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters can be found based on Equation 2. 4 We introduce the constants c1, c2, c3 to replace the variance Σ, b, a respectively, and their model effects are equivalent. 
To solve Equation 2, we first initialize Λ 0 , then update the parameters by following the iteration steps A and B below. i is the iteration number. This process is also summarized in Algorithm 1.
• Step A: find w 
To solve Equation 3 , in the case of DFPM-Norm, we first initialize λ i,0 m , then follow the iteration steps 1 and 2 below to find the solution. h is the iteration number. This process is also summarized in Algorithm 2.
• Step 1: given λ 
There is no close form solution for Equation 4 , so we choose to use gradient based method such as conjugate gradient decent [12] to solve it. Let L be the loss function in Equation 4 , we can derive the following derivative for wm: 
By taking derivative of λm on the loss function of Equation 6 and let it equal 0, we can get the following close form solution for Equation 6 :
In the case of DFPM-Mult, there are H alternative values for λm. A straightforward approach is to try each possible value of λm, and use a gradient search method to solve Equation 4 . The λm and wm that lead to the minimum loss function value could be found finally. However, this approach is very time-consuming in real applications, especially when H is huge. Instead, we use a greedy algorithm (Algorithm 3) to approximately solve Equation 3. The basic idea is to set wm = Λ i λm and find λm that minimizes the loss function in Equation 3. With the λm found, we then use gradient search to find the best wm based on Equation 4 . This method is less time-consuming since the gradient search is only run once. 
Time Complexity
In each iteration, the major computation work comprises the following three parts: where M is the number of users, l is the total iteration number in algorithm 2 (for DFPM-Norm) or 1 (for DFPM-Mult), n is the average steps of the chosen gradient search algorithm,J is the average number of training examples for each user, H is the number of hidden factors, and K is the number of features. This part takes up most of the running time.
• For DFPM-Norm, the computation of Equation 7, whose time complexity 5 is O(M l(H 3 + HK)). For DFPMMult, this step is not included.
• The computation of Equation 10 . For DFPM-Norm, the time complexity is O(H 3 +M HK), and for DFPMMult, since λm has only one non-zero entry, the matrix that needs to be inverted is diagonal, thus the time complexity is O(M HK).
We conclude that the time complexity of our learning algorithm is linear to: the number of users, the number of training examples, and the number of features. Besides, DFPM-Norm and DFPM-Mult are respectively cubic and linear to the number of hidden factors.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

The Dataset
To evaluate the proposed modeling approach, we collected a data set from Digg.com [1] . Digg.com is a website for people to share web content including news, images, and videos. Users can digg items they are interested in to promote the items' ranking. Each item dugg by a user is considered a positive data point (a relevant document) for the user. We collected the complete digg history of news articles of more than 15,000 users. The detailed statistics of our dataset is shown in Table 1 .
Since Digg.com only has user digg history available on its website, we couldn't get those articles users read but didn't digg. In other words, we don't have real negative examples. To address this problem, we randomly choose equal number 6 of articles which are not dugg by a user as the negative examples for this user. Considering the large percentage of user undugg articles, we expect most of the articles sampled in this way are irrelevant to this user's interests.
Experimental Details
We randomly divide each user's data (including both positive and negative examples) into three parts: training (80%), validation (10%), and test (10%). The validation data is used to tune the parameters of both our models (H, c1, c2, c3) and the baseline models. We use the words as features. Both the stop words and rare words (occurring in less than 50 articles) are removed from the feature set. As a result, there are 35,865 features. When calculating the feature values, we use the TF*IDF scoring method.
Precision, Recall, and Macro-F1 are used as the evaluation measures. The conjugate gradient decent algorithm implemented in [4] is used in our implementation.
Experimental Goals
Our experiments are designed to answer the following questions:
• How is the performance of our models compared with the state-of-the-art algorithms?
• Can our models learn meaningful hidden factors, and how does the number of hidden factors (H) influence the performance?
• Which assumption about λm works better, Multinomial or Normal distribution?
• How is the efficiency (running time) of our models?
To answer the first question, we compare our models with the L-2 regularized logistic regression (L2LR) and the Bayesian hierarchical model (Figure 1 ) with logistic regression (BHLR) implemented in [3] . By comparing our models with L2LR, which learns each user profile independently, we can tell whether our models can borrow useful discriminative information from other users. By comparing our models with BHLR, which is a state-of-the-art algorithm for contentbased filtering [42] , we want to evaluate whether our models can perform better by introducing a factored prior.
To answer the second question, the performances with different numbers of hidden factors will be compared. We will analyze the learned hidden factors and see whether the dominating features of each hidden factor look reasonable.
To answer the third question, we compare the two models corresponding to two assumptions of λm: the multinomial (DFPM-Mult) and normal (DFPM-Norm) distributions.
To answer the fourth question, we will record the running time of our learning algorithms with different numbers of users (M ) and different numbers of hidden factors (H). We will see the overall running time of our algorithms and how the running time increases with the increase of the user number and the hidden factor number.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Overall Performances
The top-left graph in Figure 3 shows the overall performances of four algorithms. Both of our models (DFPMNorm and DFPM-Mult) are statistically significantly better than the baselines in terms of Precision and Macro-F1 (based on t-test). The improvement on precision is very significant. This is very encouraging since Precision is a more important factor in most personalized recommender/filtering systems. To see whether our algorithms are helpful for both hard users (users with little training data) and easy users (users with much training data), we divide the users into five groups according to their numbers of diggs (less than 50, 50-100, 100-200, 200-500, greater than 500 respectively) to see whether the performances for all kinds of users have been improved. The rest graphs in Figure 3 show the results on these user groups. We find our models outperform the baselines for all five user groups. Figure 3 shows that our models significantly outperform the L-2 regularized logistic regression, which learns each user profile independently. This demonstrates that our models successfully borrow discriminative information from other users by learning user profiles jointly. Figure 3 shows that our models significantly outperform the Bayesian hierarchical logistic regression model (BHLR). We find that BHLR already significantly outperforms L2LR, which indicates BHLR successfully borrows information from other users. Encouragingly, our models can further improve the performances. This demonstrates that our models can learn more accurate user profiles by introducing a factored prior.
DFPM v.s. L2LR
DFPM v.s. BHLR
Why our models can outperform BHLR? Not all users have similar interests, and it's not always a good idea to assume that all user profiles are generated from the same Gaussian distribution. Our models have less strong model assumptions and use the variable λm to model the diversity of users, and thus have the advantage of only borrowing information from similar users. In particular, users with similar interests share a common hidden factor as the prior in the DFPM-Mult model. Figure 4 shows how the number of hidden factors influences the performance. Remember BHLR is a special case (H = 1) of our model DFPM-Mult. As H increases from 1 to 10, the performance keeps on improving and reaches the optimal value at H = 10. If we consider users with similar interests as a cluster, our model DFPM-Mult can effectively identify the underlying user clusters. To better understand the DFPM-Mult model, we list the most popular (dugg by most users) news articles of each user cluster in Table 2 . It seems that the articles in each cluster somewhat represent similar topics. For example, the first cluster (Politics), the Bayesian hierarchical logistic regression model. DFPM-Norm and DFPM-Mult are our models. The top-left graph shows the overall performance on all users, and the rest on five user groups with different #diggs: less than 50, 50-100, 100-200, 200-500, greater than 500 respectively. According to our statistical test (t-test) results, our models significantly outperform the baseline methods. third (Apple products), and the fifth (Software). We also list the top 20 features (words) in some learned factors in Table 3 . We observe that most of the words represent the concept of each hidden factor well.
The Hidden Factors
6.5 λm: Multinomial v.s. Normal Figure 3 shows that DFPM-Mult performs better than DFPM-Norm. This is somewhat surprising. Initially, we expected that DFPM-Norm should perform better than DFPMMult since the Normal assumption of λm can capture the multiple interests of individual users. There are several possible reasons for this finding. First, it's possible that the flexibility of λm makes the learning process more complicated. Second, the flexibility of λm may curtail the information borrowed from other users so that the commonality of similar users is not captured well. We are planning to investigate the reasons in more details in the future work. Figure 5 shows the running performance of our learning algorithms. We report the running time (seconds) per iteration for both DFPM-Mult and DFPM-Norm with different numbers of hidden factors (left) and different fractions of users (right). The experiment was run on an Intel Xeon CPU (E5420@2.5GHz) with 16GB memory. The results in Figure 5 agree with the time complexity analysis in Section 4.2: 1) the time complexity of the learning algorithm for DFPM-Mult is linear to the number of users (M ) and the number of hidden factors (H), and that for DFPM-Norm is linear to the number of users 7 ; 2) DFPM-Mult is more efficient since it doesn't include the inner iteration process in our learning algorithm (see section 4.1). Our algorithms converge reasonably fast and all the results reported in Fig-7 We didn't find the time complexity of algorithm for DFPMNorm is cubic to H, since when H is small, the running time is dominated by the gradient search steps in section 4.1 ure 3 are obtained within 20 iterations.
The Running Time
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a more flexible Bayesian hierarchical modeling approach for personalized content-based recommendation. Particularly, we propose two Discriminative Factored Prior Models and the corresponding parameter learning algorithms. Our modeling approach aims at: 1) learning user profiles jointly and borrowing discriminative criteria from other users by modeling the commonality of users through a shared factorized prior; 2) modeling the diversity of users and only borrowing information from similar users (DFPM-Mult); and 3) capturing multiple interests of individual users (DFPM-Norm).
We evaluate our models on a dataset collected from real web users on Digg.com [1] , and compare them with two much related baseline algorithms. The experimental results demonstrate that:
• Our models significantly improve the recommendation performance, especially for users with little training data. Thus they can help alleviate the cold-start problem.
• It's helpful to introduce a factorized prior. Particularly, the DFPM-Mult model learns more accurate user profiles since it can effectively cluster users with similar interests and has the advantage of only borrowing discriminative criteria from similar users while learning a particular user profile.
• The time complexity of our parameter learning algorithms is linear to the number of users. Thus our algorithms are applicable in real recommender systems.
• The multinomial assumption of λm seems to work better than the normal assumption.
In the future work, more research is needed to analyze the normal assumption of λm, since this model captures each user's multiple interests and thus offers some advantages over the DFPM-Mult model. One possible approach is to try a Dirichlet prior instead of a normal prior for λm. Besides, we will also evaluate our models on more datasets, using explicit user feedback on irrelevant items. Our models can also be modified to fit the personalized recommendation task better, for example, to capture user interest drift by adding temporal variables.
